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ALL3MEDIA RESPONSE TO THE BBC CONSULTATION ON IPLAYER PROPOSAL (THE “PROPOSAL”) 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
All3Media (“A3m”) is the largest independent producer in the UK and Germany with an established and 
growing presence in the US.  A3m operates a federal structure and is composed of 29 production companies 
including Lion Television, Studio Lambert, Two Brothers Pictures and Neal Street Productions. Globally A3m 
production companies produce around 4,000 hours of original content per year and in 2018 delivered around 
200 programme hours to the BBC.  Key BBC titles produced by A3m companies include “Call the Midwife”, 
“Horrible Histories”, “The Great British Menu”, “Homes Under the Hammer” and “Baptiste”. 
 
In addition to producing original content, A3m also distributes a catalogue of more than 11,000 hours of 
programming sold in the UK and worldwide.   
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
A3m understands the need for the BBC to provide value to all licence fee payers including those who 
increasingly choose to access its services via the iPlayer.  A3m also acknowledges and appreciates the BBC’s 
significant historic, current and future contribution to the sector as a major investor in the UK creative 
economy.   We therefore recognise that some change to the current iPlayer service may be necessary so that 
the BBC can continue to meet the changing demands of its viewers, but call upon it, to balance any change 
with amendments to its commercial terms, policy and practice to ensure that independent producers and 
other rightsholder are fairly remunerated and/or able to pursue new opportunities to compensate for the 
enhanced exploitation rights the BBC acquire.  Striking this balance will ensure that any change benefits 
viewers without undermining the current strength of the UK television sector, something that would be to the 
long-term detriment of both the BBC and its licence fee payers.  
 
A3m believe this balance can best be achieved by; 
 

(i) ensuring that the extension of iPlayer availability windows are kept to what is reasonably 
necessary to allow viewers to watch whole series but not for so long as to fundamentally 
undermine the value of the programme in the UK secondary market; 

(ii) that producers are adequately compensated for revenue streams that are impacted or lost as a 
consequence of enhanced availability; and 

(iii) current hold-backs on the secondary exploitation of programmes are removed or reduced to allow 
producers to distribute content more widely sooner after first transmission.    
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CONSULTATION QUESTIONS 

 
Question 1: What do you think about the potential public value of our proposals for enhanced availability 

of BBC content, including the extent to which our proposals contribute to the BBC’s mission to serve all 

audiences through the provision of high quality and distinctive output and services which informs, educates 

and entertains?  

As a global media player, A3m understands and agrees that video on demand is increasingly replacing linear 
TV as the way consumers discover new content.  We also recognise that the success of the iPlayer and of global 
streaming services like Netflix and Amazon Prime is changing viewer behaviour and their expectations of when 
and how material is made available.  We can therefore appreciate why viewers may see value in the enhanced 
availability of BBC content.  
 
We also firmly believe that in order to continue to provide quality and distinctive output in the future, the BBC 
will continue to be reliant on the talent and skill of UK independent producers and a strong and vibrant creative 
economy. 
 
We therefore feel that true public value will only be achieved for BBC viewers if any extension of availability 
via the iPlayer is balanced by a producers’ ongoing ability to secure additional programme funding and/or 
generate secondary revenues from the exploitation of its programme rights to supplement production 
budgets and reinvest in future talent, development and production.   
 
Producers are increasingly having to seek out additional sources of income to supplement BBC Programme 
Licence fees and any extension of the BBC’s exploitation rights could restrict their ability to secure suitable 
deals.  Of most concern in this regard would be the ability to secure funding from the major SVOD1 platforms 
who have recently co-funded projects, particularly high-end drama. These platforms have become trusted 
production partners in recent years with their investment allowing enhanced editorial ambition to be realised, 
whilst maintaining BBC Programme Licence Fees at an affordable level.  Initially these platforms were prepared 
to invest in return for distribution rights outside the primary broadcast territory. That approach has changed, 
and they are no longer interested in solely acquiring rights “ex-UK” and place a premium on securing a suitable 
secondary window in the home territory of the commission2.  If the value of that window is diminished by 
extended iPlayer availability (either through longer initial windows or box-setting older series with new) they 
may be far less willing to contribute the funds necessary to finance production in the first place and as a 
consequence, viewers could miss out on the high-quality premium content they rightly expect the BBC to 
produce.   
 
We also question whether an extension of iPlayer availability is the only way the BBC can meet its audience’s 
expectation for enhanced availability and how its expansion fits into the BBC’s future distribution strategy vis-
à-vis other potential platforms?   
 
One thing that currently reduces the accessibility of BBC content after the Thirty Day New Media Rights3 expire 
are the hold-backs and restrictions the BBC impose on producer sales to other platforms through its current 
Terms of Trade.  The BBC Holdback Policy suggest that holdbacks may be relaxed 6 months after original 
transmission for singles or 18 months after transmission for series, but such release is not enshrined in the 
Terms of Trade and remains subject to the BBC’s discretion.  
 

                                            
1 Subscription Video on Demand 
2 We have recent experience of an SVOD platform refusing to commit to a project if the PSB broadcaster 
insisted on securing “exclusive” VOD rights for the duration of their programme licence period.   
3 As defined in the BBC General Terms. We recognise this period may be extended in some circumstances. 
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Given that audiences, particularly the young, are increasingly regarding platforms like Netflix and Amazon as 
the place to find the newest content, might similar or indeed additional benefits not accrue for viewers if 
producers were able to sell to those platforms more quickly than is currently allowed?  This approach would 
have the benefit of generating returns to producers and the BBC who would profit through their entitlement 
to a share of Net Revenue4 from such exploitation. 
 
We are also aware that until recently at least, the BBC was considering the launch of a UK streaming platform 
in partnership with ITV, C4 and others5. In our view, such a service if operated correctly and underpinned by 
an appropriate commercial model could meet audience expectation and protect the interests of producers 
and other stakeholders.  
 
We therefore call upon the BBC to clarify its future strategy on streaming platforms and consider options 
beyond simply extended iPlayer availability as ways that it can deliver public value and meet new audience 
demand, particularly those that would return value to the original creators of the content and the Corporation 
itself. 
 

 
Question 2: What do you think about the benefit to consumers who will use the service, as well as wider 

potential social and cultural impacts?  

Having access to a richer catalogue of programming at no additional direct cost6, is an appealing proposition 
for a consumer. That such a service may appear to deliver short-term benefits for them seems beyond doubt 
(who wouldn’t want more for no extra cost?), but the bigger question is whether such a model can sustain 
those benefits in the long run?  
 
It is a long-established principle of public service broadcasting that once the original opportunity to watch a 
programme has expired, the opportunity to watch again is likely to require payment of some type, whether 
that be through the purchase of a DVD, the subscription to a satellite or cable channel, or more recently by 
purchasing a download or subscribing to a Video on Demand (“VOD”) service.  Consumers accept and 
understand this. Time-shifted channels and catch-up services have understandably expanded the definition of 
the original opportunity to view but if those windows are extended too far the established payment precedent 
could be jeopardised and the long-term value of content seriously undermined. That is a considerable concern 
for us as content producers. 
 
It should also be noted that simply extending availability periods and expanding the volume of content 
available, won’t automatically mean that people will watch it all. An expanded iPlayer that can promote and 
resurrect interest in older and more obscure titles could deliver some positive cultural impact, but if titles are 
largely added to boost volume and viewers mainly use the enhanced service to watch the same hit shows for 
longer, that impact will be diminished.  Indeed, more cultural impact could be gained by allowing those archive 
titles to be made available and promoted elsewhere.  
 
An inevitable consequence of extending iPlayer windows and introducing box-setting will be increased 
programme budgets as clearance costs for talent and third-party content will undoubtedly increase. 
 

                                            
4 As defined in the BBC General Terms. 
 
5 https://www.theguardian.com/film/2018/may/07/bbc-itv-and-channel-4-in-talks-to-create-uk-streaming-
service-combat-netflix-amazon 
6 The working assumption is that enhanced services will be covered by the current licence fee and there will 
be no additional cost to the consumer for the enhanced services. 

https://www.theguardian.com/film/2018/may/07/bbc-itv-and-channel-4-in-talks-to-create-uk-streaming-service-combat-netflix-amazon
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2018/may/07/bbc-itv-and-channel-4-in-talks-to-create-uk-streaming-service-combat-netflix-amazon


 

Finally, if an enhanced iPlayer reduces a producer’s capacity to monetise their content in other ways, or indeed 
fund its production in the first place, there may be less incentive to produce new shows, or at least bring those 
ideas to the BBC. The funding point should be a particular concern to the BBC in this regard for as we have 
noted already, SVOD partners may be less inclined to invest in future commissions where the value of UK VOD 
rights are reduced by extended iPlayer availability.  The upshot of that would either be much higher costs for 
the BBC to make up a shortfall in the production budget, or, those platforms simply deciding to “fully fund” 
production themselves thereby denying any rights whatsoever to the BBC.  
 
The BBC should therefore be careful that the long-term impact of extending availability is not a reduced 
pipeline of high-quality new programmes and therefore a declining service for its consumers. 
 

 
Question 3: What impact (positive or negative) do you think our proposals on enhanced availability might 

have on fair and effective competition?   

Changing the focus of the iPlayer from ostensibly a “catch-up” service to a destination platform with a richer 

catalogue of programming would be a significant intervention in the UK media market.  Consumers currently 

benefit from being able to consume content via a variety of means and care must be taken that the promotion 

of the iPlayer to attract new and younger viewers does not come at the expense of other platforms or more 

traditional media outlets that other sectors of the audience favour and producers rely upon for revenue.  

The impact would be felt in three key areas, all of which would be a concern to A3m and the wider production 

community as their ongoing viability is vital for us. 

The first and most obvious impact would be in the UK VOD market itself. Any enhancement to the BBC offering 

would be seen by many as an additional bonus at no additional cost on top of the services they already receive 

for their licence fee and as a consequence they may look less favourably on the subscription fee or ad-funded 

models operated by the BBC’s competitors.  

In addition, more time spent exploring the iPlayer catalogue will inevitably mean less time spent on other 

services where any reduction in subscriber numbers and/or unique visitors risks undermining business models 

and could over time lead to a contracted market and reduced spend on content.   

The second impact would be felt by download-to-own (“DTO”) services and DVD manufacturers.  The DVD 

market has been in decline for some years yet for some shows, especially drama and comedy, this remains a 

lucrative source of additional revenue for producers. Neal Street Productions, the producer of BBC hit how 

“Call the Midwife” is one A3M company who still see significant additional revenue generated through DVD 

sales in the UK but these sales would undoubtedly take a hit were potential purchasers able to access shows 

on the iPlayer for an extended period. The ability of the BBC to “box-set” series would also be problematic in 

this regard as DVD and DTO sales tend to hit further peaks as subsequent series are broadcast and new viewers 

seek out prior series. Almost 50% of the DTO revenue generated by series 1 of the New Pictures series “The 

Missing” were generated around transmission of series 2 and these vital additional revenues on future 

commissions would undoubtedly suffer if viewers were simply able to catch-up on prior series for free. 

Finally, increased iPlayer availability will impact secondary TV services.  These channels, that mine catalogues 
for the best archive content and are a vital source of revenue for all producers, will undoubtedly be less keen 
to pay premium licence fees for content if that material has already been heavily exploited on the iPlayer.  This 
issue will be compounded by any box-setting of old content alongside new series of these shows where 
viewers may be drawn to prior series available for free on iPlayer, at the expense of seeking out scheduled 
transmissions on secondary services. Key UK secondary TV channels increasingly expect AVOD7 rights as part 

                                            
7 Advertiser funded video on demand (i.e. free to the consumer) 
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of the standard rights package they acquire in programming and recent experience suggests that whilst the 
BBC may be prepared to release the hold-back on exploitation of TV rights during the original programme 
licence period, they are less inclined to do the same for  the associated VOD rights.  These deals will only be 
more difficult to conclude in a world of expanded iPlayer availability. 
 
It’s important to remember that anything that erodes or undermines the commercial viability of alternative 
VOD services, DVD or DTO operations and/or secondary TV services or reduces their spend on content, will 
not only reduce profitability for producers, but will also have an impact for the BBC and their entitlement to a 
share of Net Revenue.    
 
 
Question 4: Are there any steps you think we could take to minimise any potential negative effects on fair 

and effective competition or to promote potential positive impacts? 

In order to secure the benefits of enhanced iPlayer availability for consumers but mitigate the potential 
negative effects on fair and effective competition and worrying implications for UK independent producers, 
we would suggest the following options are considered; 
 

i) Any extension to availability windows is agreed through fair negotiation with the Producer’s trade 
association PACT and kept to reasonable duration after the first transmission of the programme.   
We are sympathetic to the point made in the Proposal that a situation where early episodes of a 
series disappear before the final ones have played out could be unsatisfactory for some potential 
viewers, so, subject to sensible limits on shows with a very large number of episodes, that is 
something we feel could be addressed8.  The idea however, that a minimum 12-month exclusive 
window is required for every show seems unreasonable and unnecessary9. We would stress that 
any extension agreed with PACT must be regarded as a trial and subject to ongoing review by 
OFCOM so that the full impact on the TV market and its stakeholders can be assessed over time. 
We are also particularly concerned about how the BBC intends to manage “box-setting”.  If, 
following 12 months of initial availability of a programme, that series can be resurrected on iPlayer 
for an extended period each time a further series is broadcast, that would be particularly 
damaging to producer interests as it would impact significantly on the product’s value in the 
secondary market and may also impact on a producer’s ability to attract upfront investment. It 
would therefore seem that any arrangements that would allow viewers to “start from the 
beginning” as detailed in the BBC Proposal should be treated separately to any marginal extension 
to the original availability window, as those rights have a far more value to producers. 
 

ii) A firm proposal is put to PACT to ensure producers are reasonably remunerated for potential lost 
earnings through reduced downloads, DVD sales and diminished licence fees as a consequence of 
any enhanced grant of rights to the BBC.  In section 2.3 of the Proposal, the BBC unfavourably 
compares the current rights package it receives to those afforded to other UK broadcasters.  What 
it fails to do however, is recognise that subject to some short initial catch-up windows, all these 
broadcasters pay additionally for these rights, whether on a pence-per-click basis or through a 

                                            
8 We are concerned that much of the evidence for current viewer dissatisfaction quoted in the BBC Proposal is 
referenced to “BBC Internal research and analysis”. We feel that in order to properly assess what viewers 
realistically want and expect and what variations to current windows may be appropriate as a consequence, 
this evidence needs to be independently verified and shared with PACT so that any changes to current 
windows can balance verifiable viewer concerns with the legitimate commercial interests of producers and 
other stakeholders.     
9 We feel that a “one-size-fits-all” approach is unlikely to be appropriate and there may be a case for different 
availability periods applying to different programme genres (taking into consideration viewer expectations, 
funding models and/or secondary exploitation opportunities). Again, this will require the BBC to share with 
PACT its data on current iPlayer behaviour and independently verified research on viewer expectations.    



 

share of net revenues.  Additionally, the rights acquired by these broadcasters are only “exclusive” 
for a limited period after which producers are able to exploit other opportunities themselves. We 
call for producers to be fairly remunerated for lost opportunities and revenues both in the initial 
availability window and any additional availability period derived through “box-setting”. 

 

iii) The BBC’s terms and policy relating to the release of secondary holdbacks is reviewed so producers 
are able to sell content to outlets sooner and thereby give audiences the best possible opportunity 
of finding the content they want in the format and/or on the platform they choose. Subject to the 
negotiation of suitable licence fees, and the use of appropriate branding, such a move could 
financially benefit the BBC and raise the profile of its commissions across platforms. 

 
In our view these concessions would help ensure that enhancements to the iPlayer benefit consumers, but do 
not come at the expense of the BBC’s competitors and suppliers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


